
HY DR O C Y C LONE

- C OMPAC T R OB US T S E PAR ATOR
- NO MOV ING PAR T S , NO C ONT R OL
- E AS Y TO INS TALL
- HIG H E F F IC IE NC Y
- LOW INV E S TME NT



Working principle:

The hydro cyclone is built out of a cylindrical upper part with a 
top outlet in the middle and a tangential side inlet. The top part 
is connected to a conical bottom part with exchangeable drain 
part.
Dirty water is pumped under a constant  pressure through the 
tangential inlet (1) and will be accelerated as the primary vortex 
(2), into a spiral rotation towards the apex (7).
This (apex) is connected to the cylinder in the middle and will 
produce a throttling effect.  This effect will cause a secondary 
vortex down the conical shape to the drain, a cone with open 
apex (7). The centrifugal forces drive the particles with a 
specific gravity of more than 1.2 g to the outside of the spiral 
flow and push them together under an increasing velocity of up 
to several thousands of “G” forces down to the drain cone 
outlet. In the middle of the stream a vortex tracker (5) is created 
with low pressure. Where there is high pressure at the outside 
of the stream.  The low pressure water, without heavy particles, 
will leave the hydro cyclone via the vortex tracker (5) and the 
open apex overflow (6) at the top of the cyclone. The 
concentrated  (8) heavy particles with a small water flow, less 
than 1% of the inlet flow, leave the hydro cyclone through the 
cone with small open apex (7) in the bottom. The efficiency of 
the cyclone and the size of the particles that will be removed is 
related to the diameter of the upper cylinder, the diameter of the 
drain outlet  and the counter pressure of the open top outlet. By 
changing these parameter one can influence the separator 
efficiency. Efficiencies of up to 98% can be reached.
The energy consumption of the cyclone is the pressure loss in 
the housing by acceleration of the flow. Average this is 1-1.5 
bar for a cyclone of 5 cm diameter.
At 2.5 bar inlet pressure the top outlet pressure is about 1 bar at 
the top of the cyclone. Particle size removal can be from 5 < d 
< 80 micron with a concentration up to 1 gr/l depending on size 
distribution and specific gravity. Field tests are the best way to 
find out if a hydro cyclone is the proper technology for solving 
the filter problem.

HYDRO CYCLONE (CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR)

Short Explanation:

Hydro cyclones are simple, robust and self cleaning separators that can separate fine particles 
with relative high concentrations under centrifugal forces without the use of a motor.



Cyclon 28 Cyclon 55 Cyclon 110 Cyclon 500

Cyclon 28 Cyclon 55 Cyclon 110 Cyclon 500

A B C D E F
Cyclon 28 235 23,5 7 38 42 18
Cyclon 55 470 79,5 18,5 97,5 77 18
Cyclon 110 550 81 28 120 116 35
Cyclon 500 1025 52 41 150 174 47

1 2 3 4 5 6
cyclone 28 outlet 1/2" (external thread) vortex tracker inlet 1/2" (external thread) cone apex nut apex
cyclone 55 outlet 3/4" (internal thread) vortex tracker inlet 3/4" (internal thread) cone apex nut apex
cyclone 110 outlet 1 1/4" (external thread) vortex tracker inlet 1 1/4" (external thread) cone apex nut apex
cyclone 500 outlet 2" (internal thread) cyclone upper part cone shaped casing pipe nipple lower nozzle splash screen

7 8 9 10 12 13
cyclone 28 apex (ceramic optional)
cyclone 55 apex (ceramic optional)
cyclone 110 apex (ceramic optional)
cyclone 500 socket headcap screw hex head nut washer o-ring cap nut insert gasket



Technical specifications:

Type Flow rate Max. operating  Clean water
Litre/min. Pressure Pressure Material

2.5 Bar 0.5 Bar28 

55 2.5 Bar 0.5 Bar

2.5 Bar 0.5 Bar

Cyclon- 28 

Cyclon- 55 

Cyclon-110 

Cyclon-500

110 

500 2.5 Bar 0.5 Bar

Polyurethane

Polyurethane

Polyurethane & SS vortex

Steel with polyamide coating

For higher flow demand, the cyclones can be mounted on manifolds in a circular form or next 
to each other on a central header

Advantages of the hydro cyclone are :

- no moving parts
- no consumption or blocking of filter elements
- high efficiency
- no electric or pneumatic control necessary
- low service demand
- easy to install
- simple construction, compact
- low investment

Important for installation;

* Keep a constant pump pressure
* Pre filtration of 1mm in order to prevent blocking
* Use a long elbow on top outlet, no knee because this will clog
* Keep a constant flow
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